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Our Approach
We are creative service providers. 
Our commitment to delivering custom products 
that are both beautiful and functional has 
earned the Portland office of RMC Research 
a reputation for design that bridges the gap 
between between scientific research and 
decisive action. The secret to our success is 
our client-centered approach (plus mad skills 
and hard work). 

For too long research and evaluation findings 
were presented in exhausting detail with 
indecipherable tables and charts. Things have 
changed. In the age of #TLDR (Too Long, 
Didn’t Read) clients expect visually appealing 
products that tell the story in the data with 
simple language and effective illustration.

Versatile. 
Resourceful. 
Passionate. 
Productive. 

That’s us.

The Design Team

We value collaboration, innovative thinking, 
practical planning, and a good sense of humor. 
Understanding our clients’ objectives is the key 
to cultivating a shared purpose and producing 
useful materials for diverse audiences. We 
design solutions that energize the flow of 
information and reflect each client’s identity 
and values.

What sets us apart is our triple-threat 
expertise in content development, graphic 
design, and data communication. And 
because we are as comfortable using Microsoft 
Word, PowerPoint, and Excel as Adobe 
Illustrator, Photoshop, and InDesign, we can 
meet the needs of our clients using the software 
they prefer. 

Koko designs products that 
convey the notable, illustrate 
the cryptic, attract new business, 
increase web traffic, guide the 
lost, and foment change. 

Yes is the answer (probably). 

Koko Wadeson
kwadeson@rmcres.com

Corynn is determined to use her 
design super powers for good, 
tirelessly finding elegant 
solutions to complex problems.

Stay bold.

Corynn Del Core
cdelcore@rmcres.com



We employ fundamental concept development, 
layout and design, typography, and color theory 
principles to optimize the relationship between the 
message and the medium to engage and inform. 

The scientific nature of research and evaluation 
requires the application of rigorous, 
standards-based methods to display qualitative 
and quantitative data effectively and accurately.

The core principle is to present data in a way 
that stakeholders can understand and act on 
regardless of their numeracy and literacy levels 
or grasp of the science behind the research.
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Reports & Briefs
The data have been collected and analyzed and it’s 
time to present the findings in a report people actually 
want to read. Your audience might include your client, 
private or government organizations, or the public. You 
need an accessible report that credibly delivers 
complex information and inspires action.



Evaluation Report + Infographic



Data Report (excerpt)



Narrative Report



Data Visualizations & Infographics
Research shows that visual representations of data help 
people understand and relate to the story in the 
numbers. Whether your audience is numbers-savvy 
researchers or hurried policymakers, you need 
persuasive graphics that convey quantitative and 
qualitative information quickly and  clearly.



Before + After (3’ x 6’ poster)



Data Collection Progress Visualization

To email@email.com



Infographic Series



Presentations & Support Materials
When it’s time to stand and deliver the last thing you 
want is to put any stakeholders to sleep. Your audience 
deserves an informative and enjoyable experience. 
You need a visually engaging slide deck that is expertly 
crafted to support your presentation and summary 
handouts to send the message home.



Identity Development + Educational Modules (excerpt) + Support Materials 



Slide Deck (excerpt) + Conference Poster



Conference Posters & Handouts
Professional conferences are great opportunities to 
connect with peers and market your services to 
potential clients. But if you go big without going bold, 
you might as well go home. You need an eye-catching 
showcase of your work that impresses your audience 
for maximum effect.



Poster (printed 4’ x 3’)



Poster (printed 4’ x 3’)



Even when you’re not selling something, managing how 
the world sees your organization or project is critical. 
Effective branding reflects your character and objectives. 
You need an distinct visual identity that resonates with your 
target audience and inspires confidence. 

Branding & Custom Deliverables



Branding Update + Promotional Poster + Stickers



Informational Handouts + Cards



Poster Series



Custom Logo Options



Social Media & Internet Content
Skeptics who thought the internet was a passing fad 
were wrong. Using digital platforms to connect, collect 
data, and share information is the norm now. You need 
messaging crafted for the technical specifications and 
culture of today’s communication channels.



Facebook Page + Data Collection Ads



Facebook Ads + Survey



Infographic Web + Twitter Content



Online Data Collection Form (excerpt) + Handouts



Let’s Talk
Corynn Del Core
cdelcore@rmcres.com

Graphic Designer
Data Illustrator
Art Illustrator

Koko Wadeson
kwadeson@rmcres.com

Art Director
Graphic Designer
Data Illustrator
Editor/Writer

111 SW Columbia Street, Suite 1030
Portland, OR 97201
503.223.8248
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